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Abstract: In recent years, the media industry has achieved rapid development and experienced
three development stages from traditional media to new media and then to the current convergence
media. Convergence media has brought about great changes in content production, communication
mechanism, operation and maintenance management, but also brought about problems such as
declining credibility of the industry, difficulty in confirming content rights, difficulty in protecting user
privacy, etc. Research on convergence media based on blockchain can make use of the characteristics
of blockchain to design or optimize the media industry. In this paper, we introduced the development
of convergence media, blockchain and consensus mechanism, then we described a sustainable
convergence media ecology based on blockchain. Furthermore, we designed and implemented a
consensus mechanism named proof of efficiency (PoE). After analysis, PoE can provide high security
and resist 51% resource attack, sybil attack, etc. The experimental results show that PoE has the
characteristics of decentralization, strong consistency, low energy consumption, short average block
generation time, high throughput and short block confirmation time; the consensus results of PoE
can reflect the node’s ecological characteristics in convergence media which can stimulate the activity
of nodes and better solve the generation of the Matthew effect.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the development of science and technology, the media industry
has achieved rapid development and experienced three development stages from tradi-
tional media to new media and then to convergence media [1]. Traditional media are
mainly represented by radio, television, newspapers and periodicals [2]. New media are
mainly represented by mobile phone media and Internet media [3]. Convergence media
focuses on the integrated development of media forms.

Convergence media is a new media form that makes full use of media carriers and
integrates different media, which has both common ground and complements each other,
in terms of manpower, content, communication and governance [4]. The convergence
media stage is based on the mature development of new media. Due to the continuous
development of new media, the media landscape and transmission may have a profound
change. In this context, the recombination of various media forms and resources become
the main form of media formation. At the same time, with artificial intelligence, big
data, blockchain and other technologies gradually applied in the media industry, it finally
realized the adjustment of the media industry, forming a diversified and sustainable
business model and profit model, and it also realized the intelligent matching information
with the user requirements, which greatly improved the operational efficiency of the
convergence media [5,6].

Blockchain is generally defined as a distributed ledger technology, which is a shared
database with the characteristics of decentralization, openness and transparency, traceabil-
ity and tamper resistance [7]. The core technology of blockchain is consensus mechanism
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and smart contract. The consensus mechanism is a kind of protocol and governance system
in blockchain system, which enables the system to reach a unified recognition of certain
results without centralized control and trust foundation [8]. Some consensus mechanisms
are prone to the Matthew effect, which will destroy the original intention of blockchain
decentralization to some extent. The Matthew effect is a phenomenon in which the strong
become stronger and the weak become weaker [9]. Smart contract is a special type of
embedded programming that runs in a reproducible shared computer program block on
chain data [10]. In recent years, blockchain has made great progress in finance, government
affairs and other fields, and the application of blockchain technology has been extended to
digital finance, Internet of Things, intelligent manufacturing, supply chain management,
digital asset trading and other fields [11]. At present, many countries are speeding up the
layout of blockchain technology development.

With the rapid development of the media industry, it is an urgent task for us to pro-
mote the integrated development of media. We should make use of the achievements of the
information revolution to deepen media integration. Convergence media has brought about
great changes in content production mode, presentation form, communication mechanism,
operation and maintenance management and other aspects, but also brought about prob-
lems such as declining credibility of the industry, difficulty in confirming content rights,
difficulty in protecting audience privacy and slow iteration of management mode [12].
We should promote the integration of traditional media and new media, and establish
a media communication system based on content construction, supported by advanced
technology and guaranteed by innovative management. We should use advanced technolo-
gies to lead and drive integrated development, make good use of the achievements of the
information technology revolution, such as 5G, big data, cloud computing, the Internet of
Things, blockchain and artificial intelligence, strengthening forward-looking research and
application of new technologies in the field of news and communication [13].

This paper introduces the development history of convergence media, the current
development status of blockchain and its consensus mechanism, analyzes the challenges
encountered in the development of convergence media, and in response to these challenges,
it describes a sustainable convergence media ecology based on blockchain; at the same time,
it designs and implements a consensus mechanism named proof of efficiency (PoE) running
in the blockchain-based convergence media ecosystem. Extensive experiments and analysis
results demonstrate that PoE has the characteristics of decentralization, energy saving,
short average block generation time, high throughput and short block confirmation time.
Moreover, the consensus result can reflect the ecological characteristics of convergence
media and solve the Matthew effect in consensus. At the same time, after a lot of analysis,
PoE can resist 51% resource attack, sybil attack, selfish mining attack, long-range attack, etc.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The second part briefly introduces
the related work of convergence media and blockchain technology. The third part describes
the blockchain-based convergence media and its consensus mechanism. In the fourth
part, we design and implement a consensus mechanism named proof of efficiency (PoE)
running in the blockchain-based convergence media ecosystem, and analyze the algorithm’s
characteristics and security. The fifth part describes experiment and results analysis. The
sixth part concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

At present, how to promote the convergence development of media has become an
urgent issue facing the media industry, and how to effectively promote the application of
blockchain technology has also become a key topic discussed by technology researchers.
Therefore, this paper is devoted to researching how to combine them to promote the
development of the media industry and blockchain technology together.
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2.1. Key Aspects of Convergence Media Development

Media convergence is not simply the addition of media, but the chemical integration
of existing system mechanisms, content, channels, platforms, talent and market [14]. We
believe that the current media industry has a clear consideration of the development of
media convergence in recent years, but due to the fact that the reform and development
time of media convergence is still short, many applications have not been actually imple-
mented, and the application depth needs to be further strengthened. The development of
convergence media should be promoted mainly from the following aspects.

(1) Thinking concept

There is no denying the fact that technologies such as artificial intelligence, big data,
and blockchain will bring new changes to media integration development; these technolo-
gies will change the operation of the media to a certain extent, which requires that the media
industry on the business philosophy to keep pace with the times, or it will be the elimina-
tion of change [15]. The concept of media work guides us towards a new understanding
about the media industry and media professions under digital transition [15].

(2) Media content production

The content production mode of convergence media will undergo profound changes,
including the production and editing of content will be more efficient, intelligent, and
diversified, which can save some labor and time costs. The original content production
based on the accurate positioning of the target as a niche player is positively linked to
performance and profitability [16].

(3) Integrate media information dissemination

The information communication of convergence media may change from the five
elements of information communication, including communication subject, communication
object, communication content, communication channel, and communication effect [17].
The vertical mass communication model is replaced with the horizontal social networks,
and the influence of traditional media is decreasing [18].

(4) Convergence media ecological governance

With the gradual development of convergence media, its overall scale and business
scope will increase greatly, thus forming an industrial ecology. In order to maintain
and further promote the ecological development of convergence media, we must do a
good job in convergence media ecological governance from various aspects, including
establishing and improving the ecological dynamic management system and mechanism,
and improving the efficiency of convergence media ecological operation and maintenance.

To sum up, along the main development direction of convergence media, we can make
full use of the existing media carriers which have both commonalities and complementari-
ties, and comprehensively integrate them in terms of manpower, content, publicity and
technology, which can greatly improve the overall operation and maintenance efficiency of
the media industry.

2.2. The Challenges Facing Convergence Media Development

At present, convergence media still faces some challenges in the process of develop-
ment, mainly in the following aspects.

(1) The deep integration of technology and media

Many new media technologies have emerged in modern society. The application of
new media technologies has impacted the traditional media industry, which not only faces
great challenges, but also brings some lessons for the development of traditional media [19].
Artificial intelligence, blockchain, data mining and other technologies have been developed
for a long time, but the actual application time in the media industry is not too long. It is
necessary to find the right entry point to improve the operation and maintenance efficiency
of media, and it must not be completely mechanically copied.
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(2) Data quality

The development of convergence media largely depends on the quality of media
data [20]. Evaluation of data quality is important for data management, which influences
data analysis and decision making [21]. In fact, from traditional media even to the era of
new media, the quality of data is not very high [22], and the utilization rate about these
data of convergence media is low. It is necessary to clean the original data to ensure its
effectiveness and utilization rate.

(3) Accurate information push and information island

In the era of convergence media, media platforms may use intelligent recommendation
algorithms for media content in order to increase operation efficiency.

On the one hand, intelligent recommendations of media content can accurately deliver
content according to users’ preferences, which can improve the propaganda efficiency
of media to a certain extent [23]. On the other hand, in the long run, users’ reading
range may gradually narrow, thus reducing the probability of obtaining comprehensive
information, which will reduce readers’ discrimination of news value, gradually solidifying
their thinking and gradually losing their complete judgment. Therefore, convergence media
platform should not only take into account the commercial value of media operation and
maintenance, but also take into account the responsibility of disseminators of social values
in the design of rules, so as to avoid the “information island” mentioned above, which
loses the social value of the media platform while gaining commercial value [24].

(4) Fake news

In the era of convergence media, the production, communication and feedback of
media content are relatively dependent on artificial intelligence and other technical means.
In fact, the current scientific and technological means are not perfect in the recognition
of media content, which easily leads to deviations in the authenticity of media content
and the orientation of public opinion [25]. Fake news is not a new phenomenon but when
powered by modern information dissemination and AI technologies, they are manifesting
themselves at scales and in ways previously not possible [26].

(5) Data security and user privacy

The intelligent operation and maintenance of convergence media largely depends on
the acquisition of user data, such as user portrait generation, intelligent recommendation
of content, blockchain news, etc., which all involve user information [27]. Thus, the
data security and user privacy protection should be strengthened. When obtaining user
information in the operation and maintenance process of convergence media, users should
be prompted and consent. The data security management level and prevention awareness
of the convergence media platform should be improved.

From what has been discussed above, the development of convergence media requires
our media industry to carry out transformation and reform in many aspects. For example,
the operation and maintenance mode needs to adopt a more macro management mode,
the production of media content needs to be more intelligent, and the flow of data needs
to be more clear [28]. We can change the media operation and maintenance with the help
of existing science and technology, so that it can adapt to the development of society in
some aspects.

2.3. The Current State of Blockchain

Generally speaking, blockchain is defined as a distributed ledger technology, and the
core technologies of blockchain are consensus mechanisms and smart contracts. According
to the scope of users or the decentralization degree of the blockchain, we generally divide
the blockchain into three categories: public chain, private chain, and alliance chain [29].
Public chain refers to each node on the network can freely join and exit the network, the
familiar Bitcoin and Ethereum are both public chains [30]; private chain means that the
write permissions of each node are controlled by the internal node, it mainly provides data
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sharing, credit guarantee mechanism, and technical services for enterprises and teams at
the microlevel, and it is generally believed that the digital currencies issued by the central
banks belong to the category of private chain [31]; alliance chain refers to the alliance
of relevant institutions with common interests, and the alliance will jointly maintain the
operation and maintenance of the blockchain [32]. The essential difference between the
three types of blockchain lies in the different degree of decentralization. Generally speaking,
the higher the degree of blockchain decentralization, the higher the degree of trust and
security, the lower the operation efficiency and the degree of supervision.

Blockchain technology has its distinct characteristics, such as tamper-resistant, trace-
able, decentralization, etc., which means its application scenarios will be more clear, in
copyright protection, digital assets, and information sharing which has unique advantages;
however, blockchain technology is not omnipotent, and the blockchain technology low
efficiency, low interactive performance (between different chains) and security issues (such
as 51% attack) also need to improve in succession [33,34]. Using blockchain technology
does not equate to complete decentralization, it only provides a decentralized technology
alternative, and decentralization is not exactly equivalent to deregulation.

2.4. Research on Consensus Mechanism of Blockchain

Consensus mechanism is a kind of protocol and governance system in the blockchain
system, which enables the system to reach a unified recognition of certain results without
centralized control and trust foundation. Consensus mechanism combines game theory,
distributed technology, cryptography, economics and other disciplines to form a system,
which can ensure that all nodes in the blockchain can actively and effectively maintain the
blockchain system. At present, the mainstream consensus mechanism algorithms include
PoW (Proof of Work), PoS (Proof of Stake), DPoS (Delegated Proof of Stake), PBFT (Practical
Byzantine Fault Tolerance) and so on [35].

In [36], the authors introduced the computing power competition of PoW into DPoS to
design an improved consensus mechanism. Through the further modification, the impact
of both computing resources and stakes on generating blocks is reduced to achieve higher
efficiency, fairness, and decentralization in the consensus process. In [37], the authors
proposed a credit-based proof-of-work (PoW) mechanism for IoT devices, which can
guarantee system security and transaction efficiency simultaneously. In [38], the authors
proposed a novel consensus protocol that is suitable for the crowdsourcing as well as
the general online service industry, whereby it selects transaction validators based on the
service participants’ trust values while leveraging RAFT leader election and Shamir’s secret
sharing algorithms.

2.5. The Application of Blockchain in Media

The wide application of blockchain technology is changing the traditional media
format and triggering a new round of changes in business processes, organizations, gover-
nance systems and business models.

In [39], the authors reviewed the relevant research and projects on blockchain applica-
tions in the media industry, and discussed the possibility of developing “Blockchain + Media”.
In [40], the authors proposed a preventative approach using a novel blockchain-based solu-
tion suited for Fake Media incorporated with a gamification component, and the proposed
approach uses concepts of a customized Proof-of-Authority consensus mechanism, along
with a weighted-ranking algorithm, serving as an incentive mechanism in the gamification
component to determine the integrity of fake news.

Through the above analysis of the current situation of convergence media and
blockchain, we find that the development of convergence media can bring many changes to
the media industry and improve the operation and maintenance efficiency [41]. However,
the development of convergence media is also facing many challenges. In order to adapt
to the changes brought by the development of convergence media, we need to carry out
further research and reform from multiple dimensions [42]. Since the beginning of the
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blockchain technology, it mainly serviced the financial industry, but the applications of its
important features such as decentralization, traceability, and tamper-resistant are indeed
an opportunity for the development of the media industry. With the characteristics of
blockchain, we can solve the problems of declining industry credibility, improvement of
intelligence which the media industry is facing and urgently needs to solve, and we can
design or optimize the fields of copyright identification and transaction, content dissem-
ination and traceability, precise advertising and intelligent transaction, public opinion
environment analysis and so on [43,44].

The existing research results are mostly focused on the macro description of the
application of blockchain in the media industry, and there are still some gaps in the research
on the specific application methods of blockchain in convergence media. This paper will
try to describe a kind of convergence media ecology based on blockchain, and focus on the
consensus mechanism applicable to convergence media ecology.

3. Convergence Media Based on Blockchain and Its Consensus Mechanism
3.1. The Significance of Studying Convergence Media Based on Blockchain

The rapid development of the media industry, which will produce great changes in
content production mode, presentation form, communication mechanism, operation man-
agement, but also brings problems such as industry credibility decline, content confirmation
difficulty, audience privacy protection difficulty and slow management mode iteration.
Currently, blockchain technology is becoming mature and is gradually developing towards
the industry beyond finance.

In the media industry, we can make use of the tamper-resistant, traceable and de-
centralized characteristics of blockchain to design or optimize the fields of media content
copyright recognition and transaction, content dissemination and audit traceability, ac-
curate advertising and intelligent trading, public opinion traceability and public opinion
environment analysis.

3.2. Consensus Mechanism for Convergence Media Based on Blockchain

Consensus mechanism is an important part of blockchain technology. Although the
existing mainstream consensus mechanism is relatively mature, the analysis of its consensus
reaching process reveals the following disadvantages for the convergence media ecology:

(1) The formation of consensus is universal and cannot fully reflect the ecological charac-
teristics of convergence media;

(2) The formation of whole consensus has great randomness, which tends to reduce the
media activity of nodes in the convergence media ecology;

(3) Partial consensus mechanism tends to produce the Matthew effect, which is not
conducive to the balanced development of convergence media ecology;

(4) Some consensus mechanisms rely too much on calculation, which is easy to cause
unnecessary waste of resources.

In conclusion, the existing mature consensus mechanism will reduce the enthusiasm
of convergence media nodes in terms of media characteristics to some extent, fail to meet
the needs of the operation and development of convergence media ecology, and is not con-
ducive to the balanced development of convergence media ecology. Consensus mechanism
based on blockchain convergence media ecology should combine the characteristics of
blockchain and convergence media. We believe that consensus mechanism in convergence
media ecology should be considered from the following aspects:

(1) The social attributes of convergence media should be considered. Convergence media
should adhere to the core values of news media and guide and publicize positive social
energy. Therefore, the blockchain based convergence media can be decentralized, but
it does not mean that it can be totally deregulated;

(2) Operation and maintenance characteristics of convergence media ecology, such as
participation, credit, and fairness of nodes in the ecology, should be considered;

(3) The generation of relevant functional nodes in the system should have unpredictability;
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(4) The efficiency of system consensus should be considered;
(5) The overall security of the system should be considered.

4. Consensus Mechanism Based on Node Efficiency

Blockchain-based convergence media can solve problems in convergence media, such
as media traceability, combating fake news, personal privacy protection, accurate advertis-
ing delivery and so on [27]. However, the establishment of blockchain-based convergence
media ecology should focus on the establishment of consensus mechanism in the ecology.

Some aspects should be considered in establishing consensus mechanism of blockchain-
based convergence media ecology:

(1) Try to establish a balance between the efficiency of reaching consensus and the accep-
tance of consensus;

(2) Combine some characteristics of convergence media ecology to make consensus
mechanism promote the balanced development of convergence media ecology;

(3) Conditions should be considered to ensure the safety and effectiveness of the
consensus mechanism;

(4) Make sure it is compatible with the existing media convergence ecology, while consid-
ering any possible drawbacks.

Through the analysis of the existing consensus mechanism and the consideration of
the above problems, we try to propose a consensus mechanism named “Proof of Efficiency”
(PoE). The function of consensus mechanism in the convergence media based on blockchain
is shown in Figure 1.
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4.1. Overview of Proof of Efficiency

In the blockchain-based convergence media ecology, we define the efficiency value of
nodes as a comprehensive reflection of the interaction between nodes, node participation,
credit, accounting times, etc. A consensus mechanism based on node efficiency is just
an operation and maintenance mechanism based on this. Participation is reflected in the
node’s participation in the system operation and the maintenance-related behavior. The
interactive relationship is embodied in the relationship that nodes actively or passively
produce system behavior. Credit is reflected in the behaviors related to trust generated in
the process of node operation and maintenance.

The purpose of designing a consensus mechanism in a convergence media ecosystem is
to reach consensus on some behaviors in the process of system operation and maintenance
based on the cognition of most nodes and to promote the coordinated development of a
system ecosystem. Node participation can reflect the willingness of nodes to participate in
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system operation and maintenance; interaction between nodes can reflect the importance
of nodes in ecology; node credit can reflect the ability and trust of nodes in ecology.

4.2. Algorithm Design and Implementation
4.2.1. Establish Node Participation System

Node participation is a digital representation of the comprehensive state of node
participation in system affairs, including the frequency, scope and popularity of inter-
action, etc. The establishment of the participation system is mainly divided into the
following steps:

(1) Set up initial participation for nodes joining the convergence media ecosystem;
(2) Nodes publish content in the media ecosystem, including news, articles, audio, video,

patent and other content, and get bonus points for participation;
(3) Nodes participating in media ecological management get participation bonus points;
(4) In order to improve the participation mechanism in the system, nodes set to participate

in the interaction of works forwarding, comments, likes and so on in the media
ecosystem will be rewarded with corresponding tokens;

(5) If a node is defined to initiate a transaction, an out degree is added, and the node
corresponding to the transaction is added with an in degree;

(6) The output degree and input degree corresponding to the same two nodes can
be accumulated;

(7) The participation P of the Node is defined as the comprehensive embodiment of the
output degree Op, input degree Ip and the number of interactive nodes Node.

P = a×Op + b× Ip + c× Node (1)

We can adjust the weights of the out degree, in degree and total number of nodes
by adjusting the coefficients a, b and c. If necessary, we can also set different weights
for different types of transactions, which will not be expanded in this paper. In general,
c > b > a, that is in the system the scope of interaction can better represent the significance of
nodes’ participation in system construction, whereas the weight of input is second. Passive
initiated interaction can better reflect the popularity of nodes and can also prevent nodes
from active attacks to obtain high participation.

4.2.2. Establish a Node Credit Rating System

Node credit is the digital embodiment of node credit in the system, and the estab-
lishment of node credit system in the convergence media ecology can be regarded as the
credibility reference of the system node to participate in the system affairs. Each node has
its own credit rating, and its behavior in the system will produce corresponding credit
rating changes. The establishment of the participation system is mainly divided into the
following steps:

(1) Establish the initial credit for the nodes joining the integration media ecology;
(2) Get credit points for publishing popular media content;
(3) The accounting node completes the block packaging and obtains the system consensus

to get credit points;
(4) If the node is punished, there will be a credit deduction;
(5) Credit points will be reduced if the node publishes illegal content;
(6) There will be credit deduction for the evil behavior of nodes;
(7) If the candidate consensus node and accounting node are not online for many times,

there will be credit deduction;
(8) If the candidate consensus node does not participate in the voting for many times, it

will have a credit deduction.

4.2.3. Influence of Credit Rating

In an accounting cycle, the system generates accounting nodes based on their credit,
so in principle, nodes with high credibility will have more probability to get right to
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account. At the same time, for the consideration of the incentive of the accounting node,
the accounting node will get credit rewards and token rewards after completing the block
packaging, so that the next accounting cycle, the probability of this node getting the next
accounting right is still very high, and such repetition will form the Matthew effect in
the system. In some fields, the Matthew effect can play a positive role in promoting the
development of media ecology. However, the Matthew effect will hinder the coordinated
development of ecology to some extent. In order to solve this problem, the credit influence
of nodes is defined in the system, and the half-life algorithm is used to modify the credit
influence of nodes in the accounting cycle. In the accounting cycle, the credit influence of
nodes decreases with the increase in the number of accounting.

Half-life is used in many fields, such as physics, medicine, chemistry and so on. In
statistical terms, a half-life is defined as a 50% probability that an unstable isotope of
an element will decay within a time period T [45]. When we set the node to obtain the
right to account for N times, its credit influence is halved. Then, after the node obtains
the right to account for n times, its credit influence can be calculated according to the
following formula:

Ei = Ci × (
1
2
)

n
N

(2)

where Ci is the credit of node i in the current accounting cycle. We assume that the credit of
a node has no data change caused by internal factors in the consensus cycle, then with the
change of its accounting times, its actual influence in the consensus cycle tends to decline,
which can solve the Matthew effect problem in the system.

Nodes will be rewarded with a credit rating after accounting. Assume that the credit
reward of the node after accounting is e, then the reputation rewards should not let the
node’s credit influence grow in the next cycle of accounting, namely the accounting node’s
credit influence should be less than the last after being rewarded with a credit rating,
otherwise the system will lead to the Matthew effect because of the credit growth.

Ci × (
1
2
)

n
N
> (Ci + e)× (

1
2
)

n+1
N

(3)

where Ci is the current credit of node i, N is the half-life accounting times set by the system,
and n is the current accounting times of node i. According to Formula (3), we can get the
relationship between e and Ci.

e < Ci (4)

The Matthew effect is not easy to occur in the system when the credit reward of an
accounting is smaller than the current credit of the node.

4.2.4. Select the Candidate Consensus Nodes

The PageRank algorithm is an algorithm to evaluate the valuation of nodes based
on the relationship and characteristics between nodes in a complex network [46]. The
importance of a node depends on the number and quality of other nodes pointing to it.

System initializes the node’s participation state when the candidate consensus cycle
starts. In the establishment of the participation system, the degree of Op and Ip between
nodes can be accumulated; so the state graph generated according to the interaction
between nodes is a weighted directed graph. In combination with the idea of the PageRank
algorithm, the participation state of nodes is iterated until convergence, and the first m
nodes with the largest participation convergence value are candidate consensus nodes of
this round. To some extent, the convergence value of participation can reflect the importance
of nodes in this round of the candidate consensus cycle. Choosing highly important nodes
to participate in consensus can improve the recognition of consensus and avoid consensus
mechanisms that have too much randomness.

Let the total number of nodes be N, the column vector of initial participation is P0,
the column vector of participation in the nth iteration is Pn, and the probability of node i
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initiating interaction on the specified node is α, then the probability of random interaction
on a node is 1 − α. Then we can get the Formula (5) as follows:

pn+1(i) = α× ∑
j∈B(i)

pn(j)×
outji

∑k∈N(j) outjk
+

1− α

N
(5)

where B(i) is the node set with node i as the interactive object node; N(j) is the set of
interactive object nodes of node j; pn(i) is the participation of node i after the nth iteration;
outji is the output of node j pointing to node i.

outji = ∑
e∈B(e)

we × nji (6)

where B(e) is the set of interaction types, we is the weight corresponding to the interaction
type e, and nji is the number of such interactions.

Define the system node interaction relationship matrix R, where the values of the
matrix elements Rij can be calculated by Formula (7):

Rij =
outji

∑k∈N(j) outjk
(7)

We define e as a column vector with all components equal to one, and define the
matrix A by Formula (8):

A = α× R +
1− α

N
× e× eT (8)

According to Formula (5), the iterative process can be identified as a Markov process.

Pn+1 = APn (9)

Different from the PageRank algorithm, the non-zero elements in the column vector
of the state transition matrix A can be unequal, reflecting the relative relationship of the
interaction among the nodes. Set the threshold ε and the upper limit t of the iteration times,
and the participation of node i converges to the corresponding element in the column
vector pn+1(i) when the following Formula (10) is satisfied.

|Pn+1 − Pn| < ε (10)

When the times of iterations reaches t, the participation convergence value of node i
is pt(i).

According to the process of calculating the convergence value of participation, its time
complexity is O

(
t(ε)n2), where n is the number of network nodes, and t(ε) is the number

of iterations, which is related to the threshold of convergence ε. For large networks, the
relationship between the number of iterations and edges is nearly linear O(log n) [46]. Of
course, there may be “Dead Ends” and “Spider Traps” problems in systems based on the
PageRank algorithms, but there are currently mature solutions for such situations, and we
will not expand here.

4.2.5. Select the Accounting Node

Verifiable Random Function (VRF) is an encryption scheme that maps the input
into a verifiable pseudo-random output. It has three major characteristics: verifiability,
randomness, and uniqueness [47]. The VRF has a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof
compared to the pseudo-random function. It can generate a proof using the private key
and the input, and other nodes can use the proof, the public key and the input to verify the
correctness of the random number output.

In order to prevent the attacker from predicting the block accounting node and launch-
ing the attack on the accounting node in advance, and also reflect the accounting advantages
of the node efficiency value, this paper adopts an algorithm based on the combination of
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verifiable random function and stake lottery, and produces accounting nodes according to
the results of the stake lottery. The specific process is as follows:

(1) Each node produces an asymmetric encryption public key PK and a private key
SK pair;

(2) The system stores the credit influence (Ci, T) at the beginning of each accounting cycle
of each candidate consensus node, which Ci is the credit influence of node i, and T is
the timestamp;

(3) Set the initial number of seeds in the system Seed0 = 1, and after the block is deter-
mined, the accounting node randomly generates and broadcasts the next block seed
number Seedn;

(4) Each node in turn generates a random number result according to function
VRF_Hash(SKi, Seedn) and a zero-knowledge proof according to function
VRF_Proof(SK, info) at the same time according to Formulas (11) and (12) [48];

result = VRF_Hash(SK, Seedn) (11)

proo f = VRF_Proof(SK, Seedn) (12)

In the formula, SK is the private key used in VRF, result is the VRF output random
number, and proof is the zero-knowledge proof of VRF, and Seedn is the seed of current
accounting cycle.

If no random number meets the requirements after a round of calculation, add the
seed number by one, and start a new round of calculation again, until a node i meets the
Formula (13) as follows when the seed number is increased by k.

VRF_Hash(SKi, Seedn + k) < R× Ei (13)

where R is the threshold value set in the system, Ei is the credit influence of node i, and
calculation see Formula (2). If the situation satisfies Formula (13), then node i is selected as
the accounting node of this round.

(5) The accounting node i packs and broadcasts blocks while broadcasting its random
numbers result, zero-knowledge proof as well as seed number increment k;

(6) Block and random numbers are checked by the candidate consensus nodes. The
verification of block is mainly the verification of block legality, including the size of
block, the integrity of block content, etc. Random number verification is mainly to
check whether the following two Formulas (14) and (15) are valid [48];

VRF_P2H(proo f ) == result (14)

VRF_Verify(PK, Seedn + k, proo f ) == True (15)

VRF_P2H function and VRF_Verify function are used to determine whether the ran-
dom number is generated by the node providing information by verifying the relationship
between result, proof and Seedn. If both formulas are true, it means that the random number
is verified.

(7) After the verification passes, the block will be updated on the chain, and the account-
ing node’s credit, accounting number, block height and other information will be
updated. This round of accounting cycle will be ended.

4.2.6. Algorithm Implementation

In order to clearly describe the implementation process of the algorithm, some relevant
definitions of the PoE algorithm are described below:

1. Nodes efficiency: the comprehensive embodiment of the interaction between nodes,
node participation, node credit and accounting times;

2. Nodes participation: it is a value representing the node initiated or participated
system behavior, and it is the comprehensive embodiment of the node out degree, in
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degree and the number of interactive nodes, which is updated in real time according
to the behavior of the node system;

3. Nodes credit: it reflects the value of node comprehensive credit, and it is updated in
real time according to the behavior of node system;

4. Ordinary node: a basic unit involved in the blockchain system in the convergence
media ecosystem, generally refers to computer, mobile phone, etc.;

5. Candidate consensus node: The candidate consensus node is the node generated by
the ordinary node election in the candidate consensus cycle. It can participate in the
accounting right competition, and can initiate proposals and votes, etc.;

6. Accounting node: the accounting node is the node selected by the candidate consensus
node in the accounting cycle and is allowed to complete the accounting task.

7. Candidate consensus cycle: the period of competing candidate consensus nodes;
8. Accounting cycle: the period of competing accounting node and packaging block;
9. Consensus cycle: it is generally composed of a candidate consensus cycle and multiple

accounting cycle;
10. Influence of node credit: the comprehensive embodiment of node credit and account-

ing times in the consensus cycle;
11. Effective interaction: the system behaviors related to the convergence media generated

by the nodes in the system, such as publishing the media content, forwarding, praising,
commenting, initiating proposals or voting, etc.

The variables in the algorithm are defined in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations.

Symbol Name Description

Pi Participation of node i It is the comprehensive embodiment of node interaction behavior,
Number of candidate consensus nodes

NodeIpti Importance of node i Participation convergence value calculated with PageRank algorithm

Ci Credit rating of node i It is the credit of node i in the credit system, updated in real time

Ei Credit influence of node i It is calculated with the half-life algorithm

ni Accounting times of node i Number of accounting times of node i in the consensus cycle

N Value of half-life It evaluates influence of node credit combined with accounting times

Si The state of node i It can be set to the participation of the node

PK, SK Public key PK and private key SK pair Generated based on the asymmetric encryption algorithm

Nodes Number of total nodes Number of total nodes

ConNodes Number of candidate consensus nodes Number of candidate consensus nodes which enter accounting cycle

The basic process of the PoE consensus mechanism in convergence media ecology is
described as follows:

(1) Start the consensus cycle;
(2) Start the candidate consensus cycle;
(3) Update the node interaction relationship and set the participation as the initial state

in the consensus cycle (Si = Pi);
(4) The PR_S value of each node is calculated according to the node importance algorithm

until it reaches convergence or the upper limit of calculation times. The calculation
method can be found in Formulas (5) and (10);

(5) According to the set proportion, the first t nodes of the ordinary node importance
value are the candidate consensus nodes of this round of consensus cycle;

(6) Candidate consensus cycle ends;
(7) Start this round of accounting cycle;
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(8) In each accounting cycle, the system calculates the credit influence of the candidate
consensus nodes by combining the credit state and half-life algorithm of the candidate
consensus node. The calculation method can be found in Formula (2);

(9) Calculate random number and zero-knowledge proof based on the Verifiable Random
Function. The calculation method can be found in Formulas (11) and (12);

(10) The nodes calculating random number judge whether it meets the threshold and
credit influence requirements, and if satisfied, it will be selected as the accounting
node of this round, and if not satisfied, the next node will start random number
calculation until find the accounting node. The calculation method can be found in
Formula (13);

(11) The accounting node that meets the requirements completes the block packaging,
and broadcasts block, the random number, the seed number, and the corresponding
zero-knowledge proof;

(12) Each candidate consensus node verifies the random number and block content, and
the block will be updated to the blockchain synchronously after passing the verifica-
tion. The Judgement method can be found in Formulas (14) and (15);

(13) Adjust the number of accounting times of accounting node as ni + 1, and update the
credit rating and tokens of the accounting node;

(14) This round of accounting cycle ends;
(15) Loop step 7 to step 14 to start the next accounting cycle during the consensus cycle;
(16) After the setting time, this round of consensus cycle ends (such as in one natural

day). The next round of consensus cycle will start, and at the same time the candidate
consensus nodes will be updated synchronously.

Flowchart of PoE consensus mechanism is shown in Figure 2.
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Algorithm 1 below briefly describes the PoE consensus algorithm.

Algorithm 1. Proof of Efficiency Consensus Mechanism

Input:
Pi: participation of nodes, Ci: credit of nodes, A[][]: interaction of nodes.
N: value of half-life, NodeNum: total number of nodes.
CnNum: number of candidate consensus nodes.

Output: CN[]: candidate consensus nodes, AN[]: accounting node.
1: Initialize nodes’ characteristic properties of Nodes[]
2: Nodes[i]← nodes’ characteristic properties;
3: Nodes[i].rsa = RSA.generate(1024); /* rsa is the key pair of node */

/* start candidate consensus cycle */
4: Old_node_important[i]← [0];
5: New_node_important[i]← Pi;
6: Gm[] = getGm(A); /* getGm():get the state transition matrix Gm for A */

/* p:accuracy of iterative convergence */
7: while abs(New_node_important[i] − Old_node_important[i]) > p do
8: Old_node_important[i] = New_node_important[i];
9: New_node_important[] = Gm[] × Old_node_important[];

10: end while
/* getElement(a[], b):return the first b node in a[] in order of node importance */

11: CN[]=getElement(new_node_important[], CnNum);
/* start accounting cycle */

12: Seed, K=Random(); /* K:increment of seed in cyclic calculation of random number */
13: for nodes[i] in CN[] do
14: Random = VRF_Hash(SKi, Seedn + K);
15: Proof = VRF_Proof(SKi, Seedn + K);
16: Ei = Nodes[i].Credit*(1/2)ni/N ; /* Ei:the credit influence of node i */
17: if Random ≥ R* Ei then /* R:the threshold value set in the system */
18: if calculation one round then
19: K += 1;
20: end if
21: i += 1;
22: else if Random < R* Ei then
23: AN[] = Nodes[i];
24: Seed = Random();
25: Nodes[i].Package(Block);
26: Nodes[i].Broadcast(Block, Random, Proof, Seed);
27: Update(Nodes[i]);
28: end if
29: end for

4.3. Characteristic Analysis of PoE Consensus Mechanism
4.3.1. Consistency Analysis

The consistency of the consensus mechanism in the blockchain refers to the certainty
of the block generation [49]. The blockchain with strong consistency is generally not easy
to produce forks.

In the PoE consensus mechanism, candidate consensus nodes are generated according
to the importance of nodes and a set proportion. The importance of nodes is generated by
the ecological characteristics of convergence media and convergence operation combined
with the PageRank algorithm. Accounting nodes are generated according to the credit of
the candidate consensus node, combined with the half-life algorithm, verifiable random
function algorithm and the threshold requirements. The probability of collision in the
candidate consensus cycle depends largely on the PageRank convergence accuracy set
in the system, which achieves strong consistency with the convergence accuracy above
1%. The accounting node is generated by candidate consensus node combined with credit
influence, a verifiable random number algorithm and a system preset threshold, which has
strong consistency. In conclusion, the PoE consensus can achieve a strong consistency.
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4.3.2. Decentralization Degree and Energy Consumption

In the consensus process of the PoE, the candidate consensus node is generated by
the participation and interaction stored on the blockchain combined with the idea of
the PageRank algorithm; the accounting node is generated by the credit stored on the
blockchain combined with the idea of the half-life algorithm and the verifiable random
function algorithm, so the PoE algorithm does not rely on the centralized nodes, and the
whole system has a high degree of decentralization.

In the consensus process of the PoE, the generation of candidate consensus nodes and
accounting nodes does not require a continuous high-intensity calculation, and so their
energy consumption is low.

4.3.3. Duration of Block Generation

The time to generate blocks in the PoE algorithm mainly consists of two parts: the
candidate consensus cycle time and the accounting cycle time, where the candidate consen-
sus cycle time is shared, and the time cycle distribution in the consensus cycle is shown in
Figure 3.
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Thus, the average time of generating blocks in the PoE is a comprehensive reflection
of the candidate consensus cycle time and the accounting cycle time.

T(PoE) =
t(DC) + ϕ× t(DA)

ϕ
(16)

where t(DC) is the duration of the candidate consensus cycle, t(DA) is the duration of
the accounting cycle, ϕ is the number of the accounting cycle in the statistical consensus
cycle. The duration of the candidate consensus cycle is related to the node size, and the
average duration of the accounting cycle is related to the set threshold difficulty, node
credit, accounting times, etc. When ϕ� 1, that is when there is more accounting cycle in a
consensus cycle, the average time of generating blocks in the PoE is approximately equal to
the average time of the accounting cycle.

T(PoE) ∼=
T(TDA)

N
(17)

where T(TDA) is the total time of the statistical accounting cycle; N is the number of
accounting cycles in the consensus cycle. In the case of low threshold difficulty, the average
duration of the block generation can reach a very short time.

4.3.4. Duration of Block Confirmation

Due to the possibility of a bifurcation attack in the blockchain system, the blockchain
system will generally set a certain time according to the specific situation of the system to
ensure that the possibility of blockchain tampering is reduced to a low level, so there is a
block confirmation time in some blockchain systems [50].

The PoE consensus mechanism, the generation of the candidate consensus node is
combined with the state of the node and interactive relationship, the accounting node is
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combining node state randomly, has the characteristics of an unpredictable, uncontrol-
lable, node that cannot initiate fork attack, so the PoE consensus mechanism can do block
confirmation immediately, and block confirmation time is very short.

4.3.5. Token in Consensus Mechanism

Token is a certificate of equity existing in the form of numbers, which represents a
right, an inherent and intrinsic value [51]. In the blockchain system, it exists mostly in the
form of coins, stake, etc.

In PoE, the consensus cycle does not depend on the token system. The system can
decide whether to set up the token system according to other functional needs, but it needs
to maintain the node credit and participation system. We can understand the participation
and credit of the nodes as the token of the nodes in the system.

4.3.6. Feature Contrast

Through the above analysis, the PoE and the mainstream consensus mechanism
performance comparison are shown in Table 2 as follows.

Table 2. Performance comparison of PoE and mainstream consensus mechanism [52].

Consensus
Mechanism Decentration Energy

Consumption
Generation

Duration
Confirmation

Time

PoW high high long long
PoS low low short short

PBFT low low short immediate
PoE high low short immediate

4.4. Simple Safety Analysis
4.4.1. 51% Resource Attack

The 51% resource attack refers to an attack mode in which the evil node destroys the
system balance by mastering 51% of the system resources in the system, so as to control
the normal and orderly development of the system [53]. For example, in the proof of work
consensus mechanism, evil nodes can launch a blockchain forking attack by mastering 51%
of the computing power in the system. In the proof of stake consensus mechanism, if evil
nodes master 51% of the stake in the system, it can launch a blockchain forking attack. Evil
nodes can take advantage of this feature to use certain consumable resources (such as a
token) in the system twice at the same time, resulting in the loss of resources of other nodes,
so a 51% resource attack can also be called a double-spending attack.

The PoE consensus mechanism generates a candidate consensus node and accounting
node based on the participation system, credit system, interactive relationship in conver-
gence media ecology combined with the PageRank sorting, half-life algorithm, verifiable
random function algorithm, etc. During the whole process, the nodes’ control of resources
is not completely controllable, and the accounting node generating in the system has a
certain randomness. In a way, the evil node cannot lunch a 51% resource attack by accu-
mulating resources, so the PoE consensus mechanism can be very good for resisting the
51% resource attack.

4.4.2. Sybil Attack

Sybil attack generally refers to a network node in the distributed system that constantly
transforms identity through camouflage, so that other nodes in the same system mistake
it for a different node, then the attack node can use these camouflaged node identities to
destroy the normal operation of a distributed system [54].

In the PoE consensus mechanism, if evil nodes intend to disguise different nodes, it is
necessary to have the common media ecological characteristics, such as participation, credit
and node interaction, which greatly strengthens the cost of masquerading nodes. At the
same time, in the accounting cycle, the data published by nodes need to be checked by other
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candidate consensus nodes on their public and private key pairs, which also eliminates the
occurrence of disguised nodes from the perspective of identity authentication. So, the PoE
consensus algorithm can resist sybil attack.

4.4.3. Selfish Mining Attack

The core idea of the selfish mining attack is that the selfish mining pool deliberately
delays the publication of its new calculated blocks, and constructs a private branch under
its own control, while taking advantage of its accounting rights to create a fork of the
chain [55]. Its purpose is not to undermine the whole blockchain mechanism, but to reap
additional benefits and let honest miners to make invalid calculations.

In the PoE consensus mechanism, accounting rights are generated by candidate con-
sensus nodes taking turns to calculate verifiable random numbers according to the number
of seeds in each cycle, and the seeds vary in each cycle. If node A that meets the required
random number is the delay publishing block, it will be replaced by another node B that
meets the required random number; moreover, node A cannot guarantee the possibility
of obtaining the accounting right in the next accounting cycle, so the node cannot make
forks on the blockchain by delaying the announcement of blocks. So, PoE can resist selfish
mining attacks.

4.4.4. Nothing at Stake Attack and Long-Range Attack

Nothing at Stake Attack refers to the evil node in the blockchain system by using
certain rules to attack the system without much loss of interest [56]. Long-range attack
means that the attacker, instead of forking an existing chain from its current location, goes
back to some earlier stage of the blockchain and builds a new, longer chain, fooling the
network nodes into mistaking it for the main chain [57]. Nothing at stake attack and
long-range attack are common in the consensus mechanism associated with stake, and they
are all forked attack on the main chain.

We analyze the characteristics of the PoE and find the following characteristics:

(1) Candidate consensus nodes in the PoE are determined by node importance in a certain
proportion according to the participation and interaction of nodes in the system. It
is extremely difficult for evil nodes to compete for candidate consensus nodes by
increasing relevant media ecological characteristics, which is uncontrollable;

(2) In the PoE consensus algorithm, the accounting node is determined according to
the relationship between the credit influence of the node, the set threshold and the
generated random number. Credit influence is the credit processing by half-life
algorithm, and the node credit influence will decrease with the increase in node
accounting times. Random number generation is unpredictable, and the evil nodes
cannot directly improve the probability of fighting for accounting rights by increasing
the relevant media ecological characteristics;

(3) The credit system of the PoE consensus mechanism has credit punishment for
evil nodes.

Based on the above features, the PoE consensus mechanism can better defend against
long-range attacks and it may be launched by nothing at stake attacks, but the internal
mechanism can reduce the effect of nothing at stake attacks to some extent.

4.4.5. Analysis of Adversary Model

An adversary model is a formalization of an attacker in a computer or networked
system. Depending on how complete this formalization is, the adversary may be an
algorithm or may simply be a series of statements with regards to capabilities and goals.
There are a number of approaches in various fields of computer security that fit within this
umbrella [58].

Generally, we use f to represent the number of enemies, n represents the total number
of nodes in the network, and the relationship between n and f is used to represent the
adversary model. In the current mature consensus mechanism, PoW requires at least
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51% computing power attack, that is n ≥ 2f + 1; PoS consensus mechanism requires
51% financial ratio, that is n ≥ 2f + 1, but it is not worth it for the nodes that occupy 51% of
the financial resources to launch attacks on the system, because the cost is that the value
of the current system is damaged, and the original financial resources of the nodes will
be correspondingly damaged; PBFT consensus mechanism requires more than two times
more loyal nodes, namely n ≥ 3f + 1 [59].

PoE is based on the node’s credit, participation, interaction relationship and other data,
combined with PageRank algorithm, half-life algorithm, and verifiable random function
algorithm. The generation of candidate consensus nodes in the PageRank model depends
not only on the importance of each node in the system but also on the interrelationship
between the nodes. If a node is an evil node, the active interaction that other nodes initiate
is uncontrollable to this node, so it greatly increases the difficulty of attacking the evil nodes;
the half-life algorithm updates the influence of the node credit according to the accounting
times of this node, and this also makes it more difficult for nodes to attack based on their
credit rating; the credit system will affect the node’s credit of the attack, increase the cost of
doing evil, and so it is not worth it to attack for the enemy node. In conclusion, when the
number of honest nodes in the PoE consensus mechanism is larger than the evil nodes, it is
difficult for the evil nodes to launch an effective attack, that is n ≥ 2f + 1 in the adversary
model of PoE.

5. Experiment Results and Analysis
5.1. Experimental Purpose

In order to test the comprehensive performance of the PoE consensus mechanism, test
the comprehensive operation efficiency of the PoE in the media ecology, and analyze the
performance differences between the PoE consensus mechanism and other mainstream
consensus mechanisms, we use the PoE consensus mechanism to simulate the process of
generating consensus in the media ecology.

5.2. Experimental Environment

In the experiment, we simulate the nodes, characteristics and behaviors of the conver-
gence media ecosystem using program, and the total program including the PoE consensus
algorithm is implemented by Python. The hardware configuration in the experiment is
shown in the Table 3 as follows:

Table 3. Experimental environment.

Configure Detailed Information

Operating system windows 10 pro lite 64-bit
CPU intel core i9-10900 @ 2.80ghz

Memory 8 Gb (2933 Mhz)
Network Gigabit LAN

5.3. Experimental Scheme

We use digital simulate node status in the system, including the number of nodes,
node credit, participation, currency, computing power, etc. In the experiment, PoW, PoS
and PoE are used to generate accounting nodes, respectively, and we analyze the state
attributes of generating the accounting node and the efficiency of the whole algorithm.

In the experiment, we simulate 1000 nodes, and each node simulates initial participa-
tion, credit, interaction relationship and token, which is represented by a random number
of 0–100. In each round of candidate consensus, 20 candidate consensus nodes are selected.
The initial accounting times of candidate consensus nodes is set as 0, and the half-life of
accounting times is set as 100. The threshold of VRF random number is set as 20 (the first
20 digits of threshold binary representation are 0), and the credit of accounting increases
by 50.
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5.4. Experimental Result
5.4.1. The Average Block Generation Time

The average block generation time in the PoE is mainly reflected in two parts: the time
to generate the candidate consensus node and the time to generate the accounting node.
A consensus cycle contains a candidate consensus cycle and multiple accounting cycles, so
the average block-out time in the PoE is mainly reflected in the time which was spent on
generating the accounting node.

The time to generate the candidate consensus node depends on the size of the node,
the complexity of the node interaction relationship, etc., and the relationship between the
time and the node size under the same node interaction complexity is shown in Figure 4.
The time of generating an accounting node depends on VRF random number, threshold
range, credit of the node and accounting times, etc. We calculate the average time of
generating blocks increasing by 10 blocks, and the average time of generating blocks of
1000 blocks in the experiment is shown in Figure 5.
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Through the experiment, we can see that the average block generation time is about
25 s at the beginning. With the increase in the subsequent blocks generated, the average
block generation time drops sharply, and the subsequent average block generation time is
basically maintained at about 5 s. It should be emphasized that the average block generation
time can be adjusted for most of the applications of consensus mechanism. Generally, in
order to ensure the stability of the whole system, the consistency of consensus mechanism,
the scale of nodes in the system, communication efficiency and other factors are taken into
consideration to control the block generation time of consensus mechanism. For example,
Bitcoin adjusts the consensus difficulty of the PoW consensus mechanism based on the
computing power of the whole network to maintain an average block generation time of
around 600 s. Therefore, the consensus mechanism cannot blindly improve the average
block generation time while ignoring the stability of the whole system. The average block
generation time of the PoE and current typical blockchain applications is compared as
shown in Figure 6.
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5.4.2. Throughput

Throughput (TPS) refers to the number of transactions handled by the system per
second. In the blockchain-based convergence media ecosystem, the system throughput
can be the number of recording convergence media transactions per second, and the
convergence media transactions can be content distribution, content forwarding, copyright
registration or resale, etc.

TPS =
∑ TXdb + TX f w + TXrt + TXrs + TXother

∆t
(18)

where TXdb, TX f w, TXrt, TXrs and TXother respectively stand for content distribution,
content forwarding, copyright registration, copyright resale and other transactions, and ∆t
is the statistical period.

In fact, the network bandwidth can fundamentally limit the throughput of the
blockchain. Our experiment is carried out in the laboratory LAN environment. In ac-
tual operation, the throughput of the system will vary with the node scale, the volume of
transactions actually generated by the system, the average network bandwidth and other
factors. We designed the storage of each block to be 1M bytes, and the average storage
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space of interactive transactions is about 250 bytes. The throughput of the system tested in
the laboratory environment is shown in the Figure 7.
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After experimental tests, the PoE consensus throughput is about 820 transactions per
second. The throughput comparison of the PoE consensus with other typical blockchain
projects is shown in Figure 8.
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In the blockchain system, we need to pay attention not only to the high value of TPS,
but also to consider the concurrency, blockchain structure, security performance and other
aspects comprehensively, so that the blockchain system can meet the market demand.

5.4.3. Block Confirmation Time

Block confirmation time is an index that is influenced by comprehensive conditions,
such as the design of consensus algorithm, the scale of system nodes and the degree of
consensus consistency. In PoE consensus algorithm, there is a certain randomness in the
process of reaching consensus, and the candidate consensus nodes try to compete for
accounting rights in turn, so there should be no collisions during operation in theory. After
1000 simulations, the PoE consensus was immediately confirmed without fork.

5.4.4. Comprehensive Effectiveness

In the consensus mechanism, there is a certain randomness in the generation of
candidate consensus nodes and accounting nodes, and at the same time, there is a certain
correlation with some characteristics of nodes, which directly affects the consensus results
of a consensus mechanism and the operations promotion of the system. According to the
set experimental scheme, we simulated 1000 times of candidate consensus node generation,
and each round of consensus produced 20 candidate consensus nodes, then we analyzed
the relationship between candidate consensus nodes and other participation nodes.

From the experimental results, it can be seen that the generation of candidate consensus
nodes has a certain relationship with the value of node participation. The node with high
participation is more likely to be selected as the candidate consensus node, but this is not
exactly equal to the ranking of node participation. The node with participation ranking
lower than 20 may still be selected as the candidate consensus node. It can be seen that
the PoE consensus reflects the participation of nodes in the system to some extent, which
reflects the interaction between nodes. The relationship between the times of selecting as
candidate consensus node and the participation ranking is shown in Figure 9.
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We randomly selected 10 groups of candidate consensus data from 1000 groups of
consensus data, and the boxplot of their participation ranking is shown in Figure 10.
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In the accounting cycle of the consensus, the PoE uses the combination of VRF, credit
rating and accounting times to generate accounting nodes. We simulate 10,000 accounting
cycles, and the relation of credit ranking and accounting times distribution of accounting
nodes are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Credit ranking and accounting times.

It can be seen that the candidate consensus node with the high credit degree obtained
the accounting right more times, but the node with the highest credit degree did not
continuously obtain the accounting right and did not form the Matthew effect. At the same
time, the node which is selected as the accounting node has a certain randomness.

5.5. Experimental Analysis

Through the experiment results, we analyze the PoE consensus mechanism as follows:

(1) The total block generation time of the PoE consensus mechanism is mainly reflected in
the generation process of the candidate consensus nodes. With the increasing number
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of block generation, the average block generation time gradually decreases until it
becomes stable, and the average block generation time is about 5 s.

(2) In the PoE consensus mechanism, as the number of output blocks increases, the system
throughput gradually increases until it becomes stable. The throughput is about
820 transactions per second, which is between the PoW and PoS consensus mechanism.

(3) There is a certain randomness in the process of reaching consensus in the PoE con-
sensus mechanism, and candidate consensus nodes take turns to try to compete for
accounting rights. Theoretically, collisions are not easy to occur, and the consensus
can be confirmed immediately; moreover, it is not easy to occur fork.

(4) The candidate consensus nodes generated by the algorithm are closely related to
node participation, but they are not completely generated according to the initial
participation, and it comprehensively reflects the interaction between nodes.

(5) In the consensus cycle, the accounting node is generated by combining the VRF
algorithm, which has a certain randomness and is closely related to the credit of the
node. The node with higher credit has a higher probability of obtaining the accounting
right. At the same time, the Matthew effect in the process of node accounting is better
solved by combining the times of node accounting and half-life algorithm.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced the development process of convergence media and
analyzed the current development status of blockchain and consensus mechanisms, then
we preliminarily described a convergence media ecosystem, and established some ba-
sic operation and maintenance rules in the ecosystem simultaneously. Furthermore, we
designed and implemented a consensus mechanism named “Proof of Efficiency” in the
blockchain-based convergence media.

After analysis, the PoE can provide high security and resist 51% resource attack, sybil
attack, selfish mining attack, long-range attack, etc. The experimental results show that the
PoE has the characteristics of decentralization, strong consistency, low energy consumption,
short average block generation time, high throughput and short block confirmation time.

The research on convergence media consensus mechanism based on blockchain is of
great significance for the coordinated development of convergence media ecology. With the
decentralized, traceable and tamper-resistant characteristics of blockchain, we can design
or optimize the fields which the media industry urgently needs to improve. Consensus
mechanism is the core of blockchain technology, but there is a lack of practical research on
the consensus mechanism of convergence media. Compared with the current mainstream
consensus mechanism, the PoE consensus mechanism can better reflect the media ecological
attributes of nodes in the consensus process such as node participation, node interaction,
node credit, number of node accounting, etc., and better solve the Matthew effect generated
in the consensus process. In this way, it can stimulate the activity of the entire media
ecology, so as to improve the efficiency of ecological operation and maintenance.

The PoE consensus mechanism achieves a certain degree of decentralized governance,
but it also faces the inevitable contradiction between consensus efficiency and degree of
decentralization. There is still a gap in consensus efficiency between the PoE and other
mainstream consensus mechanisms, and the robustness of the PoE consensus mechanism
still has room for improvement. In the future, we will continue to study these issues
raised above which need to be improved, and further study how to combine consensus
mechanisms and smart contracts to serve convergence media ecology based on blockchain.
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